UWM MS Kinesiology
Thesis/Project Deadline Form

Student___________________________________

Target Date

______ Pilot Data Collection as Necessary
______ Pilot Data Analysis as Necessary
______ Secure “Letters of Cooperation” as Necessary
______ Secure “Parental Approval Letters” as Necessary
______ Human Subjects Approval at Appropriate Level
______ Approval of Proposal by Committee
______ Written Proposal Submitted (first three chapters)

___ Chapter I: Introduction
___ Chapter II: Review of Literature
___ Chapter III: Methods

______ Identification of Participant Pool
______ Data Collection
______ Data Analysis
______ Resubmission of First Three Chapters and Results/Discussion Chapter
______ Resubmission of Results or Results and Discussion Chapter
______ Submission of Discussion or Summary and Conclusions Chapter
______ Resubmission of Discussion or Summary and Conclusions Chapter
______ Submission of Thesis
______ Resubmission of Thesis
______ Oral Defense
______ Final Submission of Thesis (incorporating changes made post Oral Defense)
______ Deposit Unbound Thesis with Graduate School
______ Deposit Bound Thesis Copies w/ Committee, Graduate Program Coordinator